ECE 2031 Peer Survey

Please DO NOT show this to other team members.

Your Name: ____________________________________  
Team Member (not you): ____________________________________

Attendance:

Member was expected to come to

- ALL group meetings.
- MOST group meetings.
- SOME group meetings.
- NO group meetings.

Member came to

- ALL group meetings.
- MOST group meetings.
- SOME group meetings.
- NO group meetings.

Workload:

Member was expected to complete _____% of this project.

Member completed _____% of this project.

Group Participation:

Member’s expected group participation was:

- MOST - facilitate group discussions/work.
- SOME - participate in group discussions/work.
- NONE - work was to be done individually.
- NEGATIVE - disrupt group discussions/work.

Member’s group participation was:

- MOST - facilitated group discussions/work.
- SOME - participated in group discussions/work.
- NONE - work was done individually.
- NEGATIVE - disrupted group discussions/work.

Knowledge of Lab:

Member’s expected knowledge about the lab was:

- EXCEPTIONAL.
- WELL INFORMED.
- ADEQUATE.
- SOMEWHAT DEFICIENT.
- INADEQUATE.

Member’s knowledge about the lab was:

- EXCEPTIONAL.
- WELL INFORMED.
- ADEQUATE.
- SOMEWHAT DEFICIENT.
- INADEQUATE.

Quality of Work:

Member’s expected work quality was:

- CONSISTENTLY HIGH.
- GOOD.
- SATISFACTORY.
- CARELESS.
- VERY POOR.

Member’s work quality was:

- CONSISTENTLY HIGH.
- GOOD.
- SATISFACTORY.
- CARELESS.
- VERY POOR.

Overall:

My expectation of Member’s contribution was:

- VERY HIGH.
- HIGH.
- MODERATE.
- LOW.
- VERY LOW.

Member’s contribution was:

- VERY HIGH.
- HIGH.
- MODERATE.
- LOW.
- VERY LOW.

Additional Comments:

_____________________________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________________________